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ON CONFORMAL Q-KILLING TENSORS IN
A QUATERNION KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLD

By SANG-SEUP EUM

§ O. Introduction.

In n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M, a vector field Va is called a Killing vector
'if it satisfies the Killing equation:

where 17 denotes the operator of the covariant differentiation with respect to the Riemann.
ian connection.

A Killing tensor ,'cd is, by definition, a skew symmetric tensor satisfying Killing-Yano' s
.equation:

S. Tachibana defined a conformal Killing tensor Ucd in M by the condition

17bUcd +17cUbd =2pdgbe - Pcgbd - Pbgcd,

where Pc is a vector field and gbe the Riemannian metric, and obtained the following th
-eorems [4J.

THEOREM A. If there exists (locally) a conformal Killing tensor which takes any
preassigned (skew symmetric) value at any point of an n (>3) -dimensional Riemannian

.space, then the space is conformally flat.

THEOREM B. In a Riemannian space M (dim. M>2) of constant curvature with k=R
/ n (n -1) =1= 0, a conformal Killing tensor Ucd is uniquely decomposed in the form:

'(0. I)

-where Pca is a Killing tensor and qcd is a closed conformal Killing tensor. In this case
qcd is of the form

where Pd is the associated vector of Ucd.
Conversely if Pcd is a Killing tensor and Pd is a Killing vector, then Ucd given by

(0. 1) is a conformal Killing tensor.

In the present paper we shall define a conformal Q-Killing tensor in a quaternion Kaeh
lerian manifold as a generalization of the conformal Killing tensor in a Riemannian
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manifold.
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain the results corresponding to the theorem

A and to the theorem B in a quatemion Kaehlerian manifold.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let M be an almost quatemion manifold, that is, a 4n-dimensional differentiable ma
nifold which admits a set of three tensor fieI~ F, G, H of type (1. 1) satisfying

F2=_I, G2=_I, H2=_I,
(I. 1)

F=GH= -HG, G=HF= -FH, H=FG= -GF,

I denoting the identity tensor.
In a previous paper [5J, we proved that there exists a Hermitian metric g for the'

ahnost quatemion structure F, G, H, that is, a Riemannian metric satisfying

(1. 2)

g(FX, FY) =g(X, Y),

g(GX, GY) =g(X, Y),

g(HX, HY) =g(X, Y)

for arbitrary vector fields X and Y of M. In this case M is called an almost quaterniofio
metric manifold.

If an almost quatemion metric manifold M satisfies the condition

(1. 3)

f7xF= r(X)G-q(X)H,

f7xG= -r(X)F+p(X)H,

f7xH= q(X)F-p(X»G.

where f7 is the operater of covariant differentiation with respect to g, p, q, r certain 1
forms and X an arbitrary vector field of M, then M is called a quatemion Kaehlerian
manifold [3J.

Let {U; .x"} be a system of coordinate neighborhoods of M, where, here and in the
sequel, the indices h, i, j, k, . .. run over the range {t, 2, "', 4n} .

Since a quatemion Kaehlerian manifold is an Einstein space [3J, the Ricci tensor has
components of the form:

(1.4)

where 4n=dim. M. In this case, using the Ricei formula, we obtain from (1,3)

(1.5)

K/Jjt"F/-K/Jj/F/'=4k(G/JjH/'-H,,/N') ,

K"jt"G/ - K"j/G/'==4k(H"jF/'-FTejll;k),

K"j/'H/-K/Jj/He"=4k(F"JGi"-GiiFi"),
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where Kkj/ is the curvature tensor of M.
In a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold M, the following formulas are known [3J..

(1. 6)

(1. 7)

KkjtsFts= -BknFkj,

KkjtsGts= -SknGkj, Kkjt.Hts= -8knHkj,

Moreover, S, Ishihara proved the following [3J

THEOREM C. A quaternion Kaehlerian manifold M (dim. M:> 8) is of constant Q-
sectional curvature 4k if and only if its curvature tensor has components of the form

(1. 8)

where the tensor Qkhji is defined by

(1. 9)

(2.1)

§ 2. Conformal Q-Killing tensor.

In a previous paper [2J, we defined a Q-Killing tensor in a 4n-dimensional quater-
nion Kaehlerian manifold M(F, G, H; g) as a skew symmetric tensor field Ujk satisfying

VjUkZ+VkUjZ=i(Q/kZ+QktjZ)!;t>

where ~t( =VrUrt) is the associated vector of UkZ and Q/kz is defined by (1. 9), that is,

Q/kl=F/Fkl+G/GkZ+H/HkZ.

On the other hand, in a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold M(F, G, H; g) of constant Q
sectional curvature 4k, it is easily seen that the covariant derivative of a Killing vector
~z salisfies the condition [lJ

(2.2)

Therefore, for a conformal Killing tensor VkZ whose associated vector is ei and a Q
Killing tensor Ukl whose associated vector is also ei, if we define a skew symmetric tensor
SkZ by

then we have

(2.3)

In this case - kskZ satisfies the condition (2. 2). By reason of this fact, we define It.

conformal Q-Killing tensor in a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold as a skew symmetric
tensor Ski satisfying (2.3). We call ~i the associated vector of SkZ. If ei vanishes.
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identically, then Ski is a Killing tensor. From (2.3), we see that the associated vector
~i is related to Ski by Vrsri=4(n+2)';i.

Operating Vi to (2.3), we get

,(2.4)

where we have put

';jk=Vj';l-

By interchanging indices i, j, k as i-7j-7k-7i in (2.4), we obtain the following two
.equations:

(2.5)

.(2.6)

V jV.tSil+V jV,Sld =~jlgki-t;jigh,-t;jhg" +3(Qlil+Q/kI)t;jto

V J:I7isjl+V hVjSil = ~klgjj-t;hjgil-I;higjl+3 (Q/ jl+Q/il) ';kt.

If we form (2.4) + (2. 5) - (2. 6), then it follows that

=2(';ilgjk+t;jlgih-eklgij) + (I;hj-';jk)gil+ (t;hj-';ik)gjl

- (!;ij+1;ji)ghl+3 (Q/hi+Qljl)';it+3(Qlil+Q/hi)!;it

-3(Q/jl+Q/il)';h.

Transvecting (2.7) with gkl and taking account of (1. 4), we get

2KjritSrt - Kjirtsrt + (4n+7) (I;ij+!;ji) +3 (QitJr+ Qjtir),;rt =0.

Taking the symmetric part of this equation, we obtain

c(2.8)

On the other hand, transvecting (2.8) with Qhjki, we get

0(2.9)

Comparing (2. 8) with (2. 9), we obtain

(2.10)

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 1. In a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold, the associated vector of a conformal
-Q-Killing tensor is a Killing vector.

§ 3. ConformaI Q-Killing tensor. (continued)

We shall deform (2. 7) into another form. Interchanging the indices j, k, I as j-7k->1
->j in (2.7) and taking account of (2.10), we have the following two equations:



(3.1)

(3.2)
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=2 (<;ijgkl +<;kjgi/+<;jlgik+<;/igkj+<;lkgij) +3[ (Qkt/j+Q/kj) <;it

+ (Q/ij+Q/zj)<;kt- (Qhj +Qktlj) <;ltJ,

=2(<;ikglj+<;/kgij+<;kjgi/ + <;jlglk+ <;jlglk) +3[ (Q/kj+Ql/j)<;it

+ (Q/ik +Q/jk) t;lt- (Q/tk+Q/lk)t;jt].
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Adding (2. 7), (3. 1) and (3. 2) and taking account of (2. 3) and (2. 10), we get

(3.3)

2(ViVjSk/-';Ugkj-<;klgjl) - (K/k/sjt+ Kjz/skt + Kkj/Slt)

= (Qljl-Q/ jk-2Q/Jk)t;/t+ (Q/i/-Q/ik- 2Q//k)<;jt

+ (Q/lj-Q/u-2Q/ jl)';kt+ (Q/ik-Qlij-2Q/kj)';lh

where we have used the relation which follows from (2. 3) :

Subtracting (3.3) from (2.7), we obtain

(3.4) = (Qlk/t;jt-Qlk/t;lt) + (Qlj/t;kt-Qjlktl;/t)

+ (Qlk/l;lt-Qlk/l;jt) + (Qlj/6t-Qljll;lt)

+2(QU/t;kt-Qi/ktt;jt) +2(Qjk/t;lt-Qjk/t;/t).

Transvecting (3.4) with Fjk and making use of the formulas (1. 5)-(1. 7), we obtain

after some computations

F tI': -Ftt: -k(Fts Ft )+lK rkFtsI <" it I <" It - I it - I Sit 4n li k rt

(3.5)

(3.6)

where we have put

f1.1 =Fll;tk, f1.2 =G/I;/, f1.3=Hlt;/.

Similarly, transvecting (3.4) with Gjk or Hjk respectively, we obtain

G tl':. _G·tt: -keG t . -G t ) +lK rkG tI'",t ,<"It- ISzt I Sit 4n li kSrt
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(3.7)

(3.8)
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(3.9)

where we have put

Substituting (3. 9) into (3. 4). we obtain

(3.10)

where we have put

(3.11)

=k[(Qlk/Sjt-Qlk/Sit) + (Qjl/Skt-Qjlk'sit)

+ (Qik/S/t-Qik/tSjt ) + (QijI'Skt-Qijk'slt)

+2(Qil/Skt-Qi/ktSjt) +2(Qjk/Slt-Qjkl'Si')]

+.IT r t4n lk ij Srh

T1kri/=Q/krkKijkt+Qj{kKikkt+QikrkKjlkt+Qi/kK1Ut

+2QilrkKjut+2Qj{kKilk'.

We shall write (3.10) as

(3.12)
-kD t r +IT r ,- lhi j Srt 4n lk ij Srt.

where we have put
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+ (Qii/Olr -Qii/O/) + (Qij/Oir-QijitO{)

+2 (Qil/Oir -Qillo/) +2 (Qji/Olr -Qjilto{).
For every point P of the manifold, if Sij(p) takes any preassigned (skew symmetric)

value, then (3. 12) reduces to

(3.13)

Taking the skew symmetric part of (3.11) with respect to rand t and contracting
with respect to rand i, we obtain

<3.14)

.because of

Contracting with respect to rand i in (3.13) and taking account of (3.14), we obtain

(4n-l)Kji/-4k(n+2)gHo/ +4k(n+2)gjlOJ,'

=k[(1-4n) (Qjli'-Qiljt-2Qkj/) +9( -gHO/+gj/oJ,')J,

:that is,

Kijih =k (gi~ji-giigjh+QUji-Qi;jh - 2Qijih).

Thus we obtain the following

THEOREM 2. If there exists (locally) a conformal Q-Killing tensor which takes any pre
.assigned (skew symmetric) value at any point of a 4n-dimemional (n62) quaternion
Kaehlerian manifold, then the manifold is of constant Q-sectional curvature.

§ 4. A sufficient condition for a tensor to be a conformal Q-Killing tensor

Let SH be a conformal Q-KiIling tensor. Then we get

'(4.1) 17j17jSH=4k(n + 2) S/i- KkrltSrt - (4n+6)f;H-f;/i +3 (QrtH + QitrD t;rt

by transvection (2. 7) with gij •

In this section, we shall show that a skew symmetric tensor SH satisfying (4.1) is a
..conformal Q-KiIling tensor provided that the manifold is compact and there exists a Q
Killing tensor associated to SH.

Define a tensor B jkl by

(4.2)
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for a skew symmetric tensor SkI, where ~j is given by

Simple computations give us the following equations:

where we have used the relations VjVksjk=O and

V rVjsrk=4(n+2)';jk+4k(n+2)sjk-KriktSrt.

Suppose that there exists a Q-Killing tensor Ukl associated with Ski by the condition [2J:

(4.5)

If we put

then by virtue of (4. 5), it follows that

(4.6)

Taking account of (4.4) and (4.6) we obtain

(4.7)

Substituting (4.3) and (4.7) into

17j[Bjkl(skl+ v kl)J= (piBjk/) (skl+vkl) +Bjk/Vj(skl+vk1 ) ,

and making use of theorem of Green, we obtain, provided that the manifold is compact, .

(4.8)

fMCskl+vkl) {piVjsk/-4k(n +2)slk+ KrkltSrt+ (4n+6)~ki

+~lk-3(Qrtk/+Qktrl).;rt} + ~ BjklBiki]dO'=0,

where dO' denotes the volume element of M and VIvrSrk=4(n+2)~lk.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 3. In a compact orientable quaternion .Ko.ehlerian manifold, if the relation·
(4. 1) is satisfied for a skew symmetric tensor SkI and there exists a Q-Killing tensor Ukl
associated with SkI by (4.5), then Ski is a conformal Q-Killing tensor.

In section 2, we showed that the covariant derivative of a Killing vector ~l in a qua- .
ternion Kaehlerian manifold of constant Q-sectional curvature 4k, satisfies the condition.
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(2.2).

If we put 117k~I=Vkl, then for such a tensor VH the relation (4.6) IS also satitfied

because of the relations

Brrk=o, Brkr=o, Bk;=O.

Taking account of theorem 1 and integral formula (4.8), we have the following

THEOREM 4. In a compact orientable quaternion Kaehlerian manifold of constant Q
sectional curvature, a necessary and sufficient condition for a skew symmetric tensor field
Ski to be a conformal Q.Killing tensor is that it satisfies the relation (4.1) and the asso
=iated vector of Skl is a Killing vector.

§ 5. Conformal Q-Killing tensor in a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold of constant
Q-seetional curvature.

In this section, we consider a conformal Q.Killing tensor in a quaternion Kaehlerian
manifold of constant Q·sectional curvature. For an arbitrary conformal Q-Killing tensor
Ski, we put

(5. 1)

where ';1 is the associated vector of Skl.
Since the associated vector ~I is a Killing vector, the covariant derivative of t;1 satis

fies the condition (2. 2). Therefore we easily see that

17jPkl+17kPjl=O,

which means that hi is a Killing tensor. On the other hand, it is well known that the
covariant derivative of a Killing vector is closed. :Consequently an arbitrary conformal Q
Killing tensor SH is decomposed as

where hi is a Killing tensor and qkl=(-l/k)17k';l is a closedconformaIQ-Killingtensor_
Moreover the uniqueness of this decomposition follows from the following

LEMMA. In a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold of constant Q.sectional curvature, if a
Killing tensor is closed, then it is a zero tensor.

Proof. Let ';jk be a closed Killing tensor, then we see easily that 171r;jk=O [4]. Thus
by virtue of Ricci identity it follows that

Kkz/t;tk+ Kh/ktt;jt=O.

Transvecting this equation with gkj and taking account of (1. 4), we get

(5.2) 4k (n +2) t;lit+Klrut;rt= O.

Substituting (1. 8) into (5. 2), we get
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(5.3)
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'!Where we have used the relation

On the other hand, transveeting (5.3) with Q//, we obtain

.(5.4)

Substituting (5.4) into (5.3), we find

Substituting (5. 5) into (5. 4), we get

Qrtji~rt=4(n+2)~ji,

:.and this equation is written as

(5.6)

where Ill. Ilz and Ils are defined by (3. 6).
Transvecting (5. 6) with Pj, we easily see that III =0. Similarly we can obtain 1l2=0

:and Ils=O. Therefore we obtain from (5.6)

Thus the lemma is proved.
Hence we have the following

THEOREM 5. In a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold of constant Q-sectional curvature
-with 4k (k=K/16n(n+2) *0), a conformal Q-Killing tensor Ski is uniquely decomposed as

-where hi is a Killing tensor and qkl is a closed conformal Q-Killing tensor. In this case
qk/ is of the form

-where ~l is the associated vector of SkI.

Conversely if hI is a Killing tensor and /;1 is a Killing vector, then Skl is a confor
:mal Q-Killing tensor.
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